Vocabulary from Mythology

Olympians

CERES:
goddess of agriculture, particularly grains
• Cereal:
breakfast food produced from grain

NEPTUNE:
god of the sea
• Neptune: a planet in our solar system, 8th in
distance from the sun
• Neptunium: a chemical element created from
URANIUM. It does not occur naturally on the
earth but is made by scientists

RIVER LETHE:
the river of forgetfulness flowing through the
underworld. Its waters caused a loss of
memory in those who drank from it.
• Lethargy: a state of drowsiness and sluggishness
in which one is likely to forget everything
• Lethargic: describing the feeling of dullness and
sleepy forgetfulness

MARS:
god of war. He took great pleasure in battle but
was cowardly about enduring pain.

• Martial: describing anything to do with war or
enemies
• Mars: a planet in our solar system, 4th in
distance from the sun
• March: the 3rd month of the year

PHOBOS:
Mars’ attendant whose name in Greek means
“fear”

• Claustrophobia: an abnormal fear of enclosed
places
• Pyrophobia: an abnormal fear of fire
• Acrophobia: an abnormal fear of high places

VULCAN:
the god of fire and blacksmith of the gods. In
his workshop deep beneath a mountain, he
forged the weapons, armor, and chariots of the
gods
• Volcano: a mountain that erupts and pours of
lava, fire, smoke, and ash
• Vulcanology: science dealing with volcanoes
• Vulcanization: the process of treating crude
rubber with sulphur in order to make it flexible,
elastic, and tough. This treatment is
accomplished with heat from a fire.

VENUS:
goddess of love and beauty. Her husband Vulcan fashioned a
golden belt for her called a cestus. Whenever she wore it, she
became even more irresistible to all who beheld her. Venus was
known to the Greeks as Aphrodite.
• Venus: the most brilliant planet in our solar system, 2nd in
distance from the sun
• Venerate: to look upon something with great respect, honor,
and love
• Venus’ Fly Trap: a white-flowered carnivorous plant of the
Carolina swamps. Its leaves have two hinged blades that close
upon the insects attracted to it
• Aphrodisiac; a potion or drug causing sensations of romantic
love

CUPID:
son of Venus, a mischievous little boy who,
with his bow and quiver, shot arrows of love.
When pierced by an arrow, a victim had a
longing desire for the first person he or she
saw. Eros was the Greek name for Cupid.

• Cupidity: a strong desire, especially for wealth;
greed
• Erotic: describing feelings of romantic love,
e.g., an erotic poem

APOLLO:
god of poetry, music, prophecy, and the healing
arts. He was the most handsome of all the
Olympians
• An Apollo: the term used for any very
handsome man
• Apollo Mission: expedition to the moon by
NASA in the 1960s

SIBYL:
an aged priestess of the oracle of Delphi. She
mystically repeated the oracle’s messages of
the future
• Sibyl: a girl’s name
• A Sibyl: a witch, sorceress, or fortuneteller
• Sibylline: describing something mysterious or
prophetic, e.g., Sibylline predictions

MERCURY:
speedy messenger of the Olympians and god of trade,
invention, and thievery. His symbols, winged sandals,
cap, and wand, were his trademarks. Mercury’s Greek
name was Hermes, which, in turn, had its roots in an
Egyptian god of chemistry
• Mercury: the smallest planet in our solar system and the one
nearest the sun. It orbits the sun faster than any other planet.
• Mercury: a silver-white, metallic chemical, also known as
quicksilver. It is used as a liquid in thermometers because of its
speed in reacting to temperature changes.
• Mercury: a brand of automobile
• Mercurial: describing someone with qualities like the god Mercury,
quick-witted, clever, shrewd, and mischievous
• Mercury Symbol: picture of Mercury in florist shops all over the
United States
• Hermetic: describing something sealed so that it cannot be
contaminated by exposure to air; air-tight

BACCHUS:
god of wine. The Romans honored
him with a wine festival called a
Bacchanalia. Women worshipers,
known as Bacchantes, played an
important part in this wild and
drunken celebration.
• Bacchanalia: a noisy, drunken party
• Bacchante: a woman who behaves wildly

ATHENA:
goddess of wisdom, fair warfare, and
handicraft
• Athens: a Greek city that chose Athena as its
patron goddess because she offered the city the
gift of the olive tree, a source of food, fuel, and
beauty. Athens became famous for its scholars
and its arts.
• An Athens: any modern city that compares itself
to ancient Athens as a cultural center

ARACHNE:
a mortal girl whom Athena challenged to a
weaving contest. Hanging herself as a result of
Athena’s jealous and humiliating behavior, she
later turned into a spider.
• Arachnid: a spider
• Arachnida: in zoology, a class of spiders,
scorpions, and mites
• Arachnoid: describing anything delicate and
gauzy, such as a cobweb

